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On maximal clones of co-operations 
Z. SZÉKELY 
In this paper we determine all maximal clones of co-operations on a finite set, 
presenting a completeness criterion for co-operations in the spirit of Rosenberg's 
completeness theorem for operations on a finite set (cf. [3]). The result has some 
consequences for the theory of selective operations [2], too. 
Our terminology is based on [1]. Here we present a short summary of the notions 
we use in this paper. For shortness, the set {0,1, ..., /—1} will be denoted by I for 
every natural number /. Let A stand for the finite set n for n > 1 and let m > 0 be 
an integer. An m-ary co-operation f on A is a mapping of A into the union of m dis-
joint copies of A which can be given by and hence identified with a pair of mappings 
</„,/>, where f0: A—m is called the labelling and A--A is called the mapping 
o f / The i-th m-ary coprojection pm,i (a special kind of co-operation) is defined by 
p"-'(a)=i and p™'l(a)=a for each a£A (i£m). The set of all co-operations and 
that of all m-ary co-operations on A are denoted by and 'Í?™, respectively. The 
variables of the co-operation /=( /o»/ i}£^T are the disjoint copies of A where / 
maps to, indexed by the elements of m. The i-th copy of A is an essential variable 
o f / i f its intersection with the range o f / i s nonempty, i.e. f0(x)=i for some x£A. 
The co-operation/is called essentially k-ary if \f0(A)\ =k. Omitting all non-essential 
variables o f / , we obtain a k-ary co-operation/, called the skeleton o f / . We call 
a co-operation essential if it is injective and essentially at least binary. 
Let /€<<?" and£(0>, gw, ...,g(m-1'>£<#A. The superposition h :=f(gw, gw,. ••,g(m~1)) 
of/wi th g(0), g(1), . . . ,g ( m - 1 ) is the co-operation determined by the equalities h0(a)— 
and hl(a)=gif«W)(f1(a)) for each a£A. The co-operation / is 
called the main component in this superposition. A set of co-operations on A is 
called a done if it contains all coprojections and is closed under superposition. The 
least clone containing a set C of co-operations is called the clone generated by C 
and denoted by [C]. C is complete if [C] equals <§A. (A co-operation/is called Shejfer 
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if { /} is complete.) The mappings of the set C generate a semigroup Sf(C) of self-
maps of A called the semigroup of C. We call C transitive if ¿?(C) is transitive. 
Note that sr(C)QP[C]. 
We remark that the lattice of clones of co-operation on A is finite. This fact 
can be shown in an easy way using the following remarks: 
(1) The relation % on (€A defined for / g(zVA by f ^ g if both of the skeletons 
of / and g are A:-ary and gc=fe(pk'ihl, pk'l!Z,pkAk~1)n) for some permutation n 
of k is an equivalence relation with finitely many blocks. (Note that each block of 
the partition associated with » can be represented by an at most |^4|-ary co-opera-
tion and the number of these co-operations is finite.) 
(2) Every subclone of <gA is a union of some blocks of the equivalence % defined 
above. (It is trivial noting that for a clone C from / € C it follows g£C for each 
with f ^ g . ) 
A maximal clone of co-operations on A is a proper subclone C of (tfA such that 
C c Z ) c ^ for no clone D. Similarly to the case of algebras, a pair (A, F) with a 
nonempty set A and FQWA is called a coalgebra. We say that (A, F) is a finite 
coalgebra if A is finite. (A, F) is called primal is F is complete. A co-operation 
f£(€A is said to be constant if both / 0 and f1 are constants. The coalgebra (A, F) 
is functionally complete if the union of F with the set of constant co-operations on 
A is complete. 
There is a close connection between co-operations and regular selective opera-
tions, as follows. Let P and M be nonempty sets, let k be a natural number and 
let / , : P—k and / : P-+P. The fc-ary operation/on Mp is called a regular selective 
operation if for every p£P the /^-component of the result o f / i s the / -component 
of the/ , - th operand. Observe that the mappings / 0 and / can be considered as the 
labelling and the mapping of a fc-ary co-operation on P. Moreover, for any non-
trivial M and nonempty P this natural correspondence yields a bijection between 
the regular selective operations on Mp and the co-operations on P. This bijection 
is a clone isomorphism. Hence the lattice of clones of regular selective operations 
on a finite power of a set is isomorphic to the lattice of clones of co-operations 
on a finite set and our criterion for the maximality of a clone of co-operations pro-
vides a description of all maximal proper subclones of the clone of all regular selective 
operations on a set Mp with P finite (cf. [1], [2]). 
Consider a nonempty subset T of A. We say that a co-operation pre-
serves Tit IT is closed under the mapping / . Let it be a partition of A.f preserves it 
if the labelling/, is constant on each block of it a n d / preserves it in the usual sense 
(i.e. / ( a ) = f f / ( 6 ) holds for every a,b£A with a=„b, where =„ is the equiv-
alence associated with 7T). 
We call a co-operation f£e&A (x, y)-gluing for some distinct x,y£A if f(x) = 
—f(y) (i.e. fi(x)=ft(y) for i£2). Note that an arbitrary superposition with an 
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(x, _y)-g1uing main component is also (x, y)-gluing. We say that / glues in TQA 
if / is (x, y)-gluing for some x, y£ T. We write / | | T for " / does not glue in T" 
(i.e., f\T is injective on T). Let M be a family of subsets of A. M is called disjoint 
if its members are pairwise disjoint and called uniform if all its members have 
the same cardinality. M is regular if it is nonempty, disjoint, uniform and distinct 
from :={{«}: a£ A}. The set of regular families of subsets of A will be denoted 
by Rf (A). The family M determines the following relation ~ M on A: x~Mj> if 
x,y£S for some S£M. If M is disjoint, then ~ M is an equivalence on the set 
UM:= (J S. We remark that every member of Rf(^4) can also be considered 
as a partial equivalence on A. 
jB Let M£Rf (A) and S£M be arbitrary. The co-operation /preserves S in M if 
/„ is constant on S and f maps S into a member of M, i.e. f(x)=fQ(y) and 
f ( x ) ^ M f 1 ( y ) for all x, y£S. (Note that the property " / preserves S in M" is 
not equivalent to the simple property " / preserves £"' even in the case of M sin-
gleton !) Further, (i) / weakly preserves S in M if either /preserves S in M or / glues 
in S, (ii) f (weakly) preserves M i f f (weakly) preserves each S£M in M, and (iii) a 
subset C of (weakly) preserves M if each fdC (weakly) preserves M. Denote 
by CM the set of co-operations weakly preserving M. 
L e t T < g A and \f(T)\=k. We put ess T ( / ) : = £ and ess (f):=essA ( / ) . 
Let gm,g{1\ ...,gim-1)£<ZA. The superposition h=f(gi0\ gw, ..., g (m-1)) is called 
disjoint if the ranges of g ^ ^ g ^ , are pairwise disjoint. The following 
fact is obvious: 
Lemma 1. Let h=f(gm, g(1), ...,g (" I -1)) be a disjoint superposition, let TQA 
and for i£m put f := TO / - 1 (/) = {x6T: /„(x)=/}. If f\\T and g^WMT,) (in 
particular, if is non-gluing) for each i£m, then h\\ T and ess (/i)^ess ( / ) . 
A disjoint superposition of form 
It =f{pk-°, ...,pk'J-\g(pkJ, ..„p"-^™'-1),pk-s+'"\ ...,pk-k~x) 
will be denoted shortly by h=f(...,g, ...)j. Here where k=m+m' — 1 for 
and Obviously we have: 
Lemma 2. Let T^A, and • If both f and g preserve T then 
/(...,g, ...)j preserves T. 
We shall also use the following trivial facts: 
Lemma 3. Let T and T' be proper distinct subsets of A and let 
C={f£*tfA: f preserves T}. Then there is an f£C not preserving T'. 
Lemma 4. Let Cx be a set of selfmaps of A. The semigroup generated by C\ 
is transitive if and only if no non-trivial subset of A is preserved by Cx. 
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We need some other preparations, as follows: 
Lemma 5. For arbitrary Af£Rf(v4) the set CM is a proper subclone of %>A. 
Proof . First observe that CM9i'SA (indeed, there is some f ^ A not pre-
serving weakly M). We show that CM is a clone. Clearly the coprojections preserve 
M and so it is enough to show the closedness under superposition, i.e. to prove that 
h=f(gm,gll\ . . . ,g (m-1))€CM for arbitrary m-ary f€CM and £ (0),g (1), 
In order to do so consider a subset S£M. The definition of CM implies that 
either/glues in S or f preserves S in M. If / (x )= / (v ) for two distinct x, y£S then 
h(x)=g?№{fl(x))=g*f'0i>(f1(y))=h(y), i.e. h glues in S too. Thus assume /US'. 
Then f0(S)—i for some /(Em, f is injective on S and / ( 5 ) ^ 5 " for some S'£M. 
However, |S"| = |Sj, whence / maps S bijectively onto S'. If g(i) glues in S', i.e. 
g<-i)(u)=gw(v) for two distinct u,v£S' then (as / m a p s S onto S') f1(x)=u and 
f1(y)=v for some and so h (x) = ( f (x)) = £(i) (u) =g{i> (v) = 
=gVoO>»(f1(y))=/i(},)i i.e. h glues in S too. Thus assume £(i)||S". Then g(i> pre-
serves S' in M, i.e. g'^ is constant on S' and maps S' onto some S"£M. Since 
"for all x£S, h0(x)=gft)(f1(x)), we see that /¡0 is constant on S and, similarly, ht(x)= 
=gi°(fi(x)) for all x£S shows h^S^S", i.e. It preserves S in M. Therefore, h 
weakly preserves S in M. 
Lemma 6. Let McRi(A) and suppose that the common cardinality of the 
members of M equals 1. Consider the m-ary co-operation f£^A\CM and put 
£>:=[CMU {/}]• Let S be an arbitrary member of M which is not weakly preserved 
by f . Then for every {u, rigs' there is a co-operation f*(zD such that f* preserves S, 
Proof . It will be done in several steps. 
Claim 0. For every permutation h of 5" there exists a unary co-operation h'£CM 
preserving thé set S, such that h[ extends R. 
Indeed, put h'0(x)=0 for all x£A, h'1(x)=H(x) for x£S and h'1(x)=x on 
-4\iS. Then h' obviously preserves M. 
Claim 1. There are {x, y ^ S 1 and f'dD such that f'\\S and fo(x)^fô(y). 
Indeed, from the choice of S it follows /US'. Furthermore, clearly it suffices 
to consider the case o f / 0 constant on S, i.e. f(S)=j for m and f\(x)-pMf(y) 
for some x, y£S. Consider the co-operation h defined as follows: 
. Suppose M={S 0 , Si, ..., S",.!} and y4 \ | JM={i f 0 , wx, ..., t ^ . J where Oë 
^ r i s n - q k ? & n - k . Let /;€CM from defined by 
f*\\S and f0*(u)^f*(v). 
(*) 
ï if xeSi (/'€ q) 
q+j• if x = wj (j£r) and /i! = idx . 
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Obviously h0{f1(x))^h0(fL(y)). Put / ' = / ( . . . , h, ...)J-. According to Lemma 1 
/ 'US and ¿ ' ( * )=M/ i (* ) )*M/ iOO)= .£0>) . 
Claim 2. There are x,y£S and f"£D such t h a t / " preserves the set S, f"\\S 
and 
Indeed, consider x, y and / ' from Claim 1. Suppose P u t J ' = f o ( S ) 
and, for each j£J, put Rj'= {u£A: /¿{z)=j and / / (z)=w for some z€S}. Further, 
for each j£J let ha)£CM be a unary co-operation such that hJ0(x)=j for all x£Rj, 
hU)\\Rj and Such an hu) exists, because |Kj-|;g|S|. Form the disjoint 
superposition f"=f'(gw,gm, where gU)=ha)(pm'J) for j£J and 
gU) otherwise. Lemma 1 implies f"\\S. As hU) preserves S for each j£J, 
from thé definition of Rj it follows t h a t / " also preserves S. Furthermore, /0" =/0 ', 
hence f j ' (x )^f^(y) holds too. 
To prove the assertion of the lemma consider two arbitrary distinct elements 
u,v£S. Let x, y a n d / " satisfy Claim 2. As x^y, Claim 0 implies that there exists 
a unary h'£CM with h^(u)=x and h[(v) =y. Put f*:=h'(f"). Since it is a dis-
joint superposition,/* preserves S and /"US by virtue of Lemmas 1 and 2. Further-
more, fo(u)=fo(x)^fo(y)=fo*(v), as needed. 
Lemma 7. Let D and S be the same as in Lemma 6. For every i=1, 2, ..., k 
there are an i-element subset H of S and g£D such that g preserves the set S, g||S 
and g0 is injective on H. 
Proof . We proceed by induction on /=1 ,2 , . . . ,k. The assertion is trivial 
for 1 = 1. 
Let Assume the statement is valid for Ht and Choose an 
arbitrary element x£S\Hi and let Hi+1:= HjlJ {x}. If g® is injective on Hi+X, 
we can put g ( , + 1 ) :—gV). 
Assume go)(y)=go)(x)=j(£mi) for some y£Ht. As g(i)||S, the elements 
u=gi\x) and t)=g®(>>) are distinct. Hence by Lemma 6 there exists an m*-ary 
co-operation f*£D such tha t /* preserves the set S, /* | |S and / * ( M ) ^ / * ^ ) . NOW 
put s ( i + 1 ) =£ ( i ) ( . . . , /* , ...)j, where gV+Vç^i+i for mi+1=mi+m*-\. Lemma 1 
and 2 imply that g ( i + 1 ) preserves S and g ( i+1) | |S. The definition of g ( i + 1 ) yields 
that go+ 1 ) (x)—f^(u)^fo(v)=^+ r ) (y) . As £ ( i + 1 ) is a disjoint superposition and, for 
z ^ z ^ H t , g ^ i z ^ g f i z j implies g . V ' ^ f z i W / ^ f e ) , we conclude that g«+1> is 
injective on H i + 1 and the lemma is proved. 
Coro l l a ry 8. Let the conditions of Lemma 6 be satisfied. Then there exists a 
co-operation g£ D such that g0 is injective on S. 
j The promised Rosenberg-type criterion for completeness of sets of co-opera-
tions is the following. 
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Theorem. A set C of co-operations on a finite set A is complete if and only if 
no regular family of subsets of A is weakly preserved by C. 
Proof . We shall prove the following claim, which is equivalent to the theorem: 
A set CQ(6a is a maximal clone if and only if C=CM for some M^Rf (A). 
1. Sufficiency. Let M£Rf(y4). In accordance with Lemma 5, CM is a proper 
subclone of r€A. We verify that CM is maximal by showing that for arbitrary 
the clone Z):=[CMU {/}] equals %>A. This will be done in two parts. 
(i) Suppose that MT±A* consists of singletons. Put M : = U M . Then h ^ A 
weakly preserves M iff it preserves M. If if is a proper subset of A distinct from 
M, then in accordance with Lemma 3 there is a g£CM not preserving H. Clearly 
/does not preserve M, thus CM U { /} preserves no proper subset of A. Then CM U { /} 
is transitive as a consequence of Lemma 4. Further, CM obviously contains an 
essentially n-ary co-operation and thus applying Proposition 2 from [1] we obtain 
that CM\J{f} is complete, as required. 
(ii) Now suppose that the common cardinality of the members of M equals 
k>-1. Then CM is transitive as CM contains all the constants in (as each of them 
glues in every S£M). We shall construct an essentially n-ary co-operation in D. 
Let S be an arbitrary member of M being not weakly preserved by / (there is such 
an S as f$CM), and l e t / be a selfmap of A, which maps each member of M bijectively 
onto S. Consider the unary co-operation / with mapping / , equal to / on U M 
and to the identity map otherwise. Clearly / £ C M . Take the co-operation h defined 
by ( * ) and the co-operation g from Corollary 8. Form the disjoint superposition 
...J(g(pnAq-1)k,PnM-1)k+\ ...,pn'qk-1)),p"-'>k,pn>'>k+1, ...,P"-'>k+'-1)eCM, 
where q and r are the same as in (*) . From the properties of h,f and g it follows 
essS' (¿r*)=|S'|=fc for each S'£M. Also we see that e s s ^ u M ( g * ) = e s s ^ u M ( h ) = 
= | / 1 \ U M | =/'. As g* is a disjoint superposition, its essential arity can be obtained 
additively:ess(g*)=ess(UM)UuxUM)(g*)= 2 ess s ,(g*)+ess j l xUM(g*)= 2 1^1 + 
+ U M| =kq+r=n. This completes the proof of the sufficiency. 
Remark . For M={A} the clone CM is called the Slupecki clone of co-opera-
tions on A. It consists of all non-essential co-operations. We see that it is a maximal 
clone, which occurs in the coalgebraic counterpart of Slupecki's completeness criterion 
for operations (Proposition 4 in [1]). 
2. Necessity. Consider an arbitrary maximal clone C in q>A. We verify that 
there exists a family M£Rf (A) weakly preserved by C. This is enough, since then 
C^CMcz(&A from Lemma 5 and thus C has to equal the clone CM. 
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(i) If C is not transitive, then in virtue of Lemma 4 there1 is £ nonempty sub-
set TczA preserved by C. However, then M:={{a}<z.A\ a f T j i R f C ^ ) is preserved 
by C too. 
(ii) Assume in the sequel that C is transitive. Observe that the clone of all 
gluing co-operations on A is a proper subset of the Slupecki clone on A. Thus C 
being maximal, it contains a non-gluing co-operation, for else C would be complete 
according to Proposition 2 in [1]. 
Consider an (m-ary) non-gluing co-operation fee with maximal essential 
arity for the set of non-gluing co-operations of C. Denote by n the partition of A 
induced by /„ and let Mx be the set of blocks of n with maximal number of ele-
ments. The members of Mx are not singletons, else % would be trivial and hence / 
essentially ra-ary. It follows that M ^ R f (A). 
Claim 0. For arbitrary TeMx, the restriction of / to T is a bijection from T 
onto some T'eMx. 
Let j:=f0(T)(em) and put / ' : = / ( . . . , / , ...),€C. Obviously, for any z^A,f[(z) 
equa l s / ( / ( z ) ) if f0(z)=j and / ( z ) otherwise. Lemma 1 implies f'\\A and e s s ( / ' ) s 
Sess ( / ) . It is easy to realize that ess ( / ' ) ^ e s s ( / ) iff there are x,y£A such 
that f0(x)=f0(y)=j and / o ( / ( x ) ) ^ / o ( / 0 ) ) , i.e. /(*)=„/(.>>) does not hold 
for some x, y£T. Then it follows from the choice o f / t h a t / ( x ) =*/(}>) for each 
x,yeT. Fur the r , / i s injective, thus / is 1 - 1 on T, whence | / ( r ) | = | r | . Then 
T a s needed. 
Put the set M ^ ^ M ^ . / ( U M 1 ) n r ? i 0 } and let M:= {SgMi: there is 
g^C and S'dM2 such that the restriction of to S' is a bijection from S" onto S}. 
Due to Claim 0, M2 is nonempty. On the other hand, MSQM; thus M is also 
nonempty and Me Rf (A). 
We show that M is weakly preserved by C. This property will be obtained as a 
result of two claims. Let SeM be arbitrary and let geC and S'eM2 be associated 
with S in the definition of M. Note that g can be chosen to be unary. Now Claim 0 
guarantees that a suitable restriction o f / is a bijection onto S" from some S"eM1. 
Let k:=f0(S"). 
Claim 1. If heC and h\\S, then h0 is constant on S. 
Indeed, put /* := / ( . . . ,g(h ) , ...)keC. Then, for arbitrary zeA, /*(z) equals 
h1(g1(f1(z))) if f0(z)=k and / ( z ) otherwise. From Lemma 1 it follows / * M 
and ess ( /*)£ess ( / ) . Similarly to the discussion of / ' above, ess (/*)=> ess ( / ) iff 
ho(gi( fi(*)))=K(ffi(fi(y)j) does not hold for some [x^eS''. As / and gx are 
1 — 1 when restricted to S" resp. S', this condition is equivalent to h0(u)yih0(v) 
for some u, v£S. However, the choice of/implies that this condition does not hold, 
as asserted. 
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Claim 2. If h£C and h\\S then the restriction of /ix to S is a bijection from S 
onto some S0£M. 
Indeed, assume h^é™* and let k0:=h0(S)em0. Put h':=h(...,f ...)kfC. 
Obviously h'0(z)=f0(h1(z))+k0 and h'1{z)=f(h1{z)) for zÇS. Lemma 1 implies 
h'\\S, thus it follows from Claim 1 that h'0 is constant on S, whence for each JC, y£S 
we have f0(h1(x))=f0(h1(y)), i.e. h^^h^y). Note that h, is injective on S, 
since h\\S and h0 is constant on S. Then, as S is a block of maximal size in n, the 
restriction of hi to S is a bijection from S onto some S^M,. Now consider S'£M2. 
The restriction of the mapping of the co-operation g*:=g(h)£C to S' is the product 
of the bijections gi|s. and h^s, hence g-*|s> is a bijection from S" to S0. Thus 
S0£M, as required. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We list some easy consequences of the Theorem (we omit their proofs). 
Coro l l a ry 9. (Proposition3 in [1].) A co-operation on n is Sheffer if and 
only if it preserves neither non-least partitions nor nonempty proper subsets of n. 
Coro l l a ry 10. A finite coalgebra (A, F) is 
(i) primal if and only if no regular family of subsets of A is weakly preserved 
by F; 
(ii) functionally complete if and only if no regular family of nonsingleton subsets 
of A is weakly preserved by F. 
Coro l l a ry 11. No distinct maximal clones of co-operations on a finite set have 
the same semigroups. 
The last corollary is the coalgebraic counterpart of the well-known fact that 
maximal clones of operations on a finite set are uniquely determined by the (semi-
group of) unary operations they contain. 
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